“Diamonds are happier when they are free!”

Chopard
More than mere jewellery, Happy Diamonds are modern-day talismans. Accompanying a world of changing cycles and subtle shifts, Happy Diamonds open up infinite horizons for perpetual transformations, beating to the tune of a world in constant motion – that of feminine emancipation and women's extraordinary *Joie de Vivre*. The infinite spinning of the dancing diamonds enables the collection to embed joyful moments in the mind by associating them with certain creations that inevitably bring back happy memories. Stemming from the magical Chopard alchemist’s touch, Happy Diamonds encapsulate fleeting and precious emotions in life within a timeless creation.

With Happy Diamonds, Chopard introduced a unique allure, a flash of brilliance, an inimitable stance. The Maison is now reaching new heights in terms of innovation, audacity and social concerns by bringing corporate responsibility into the very heart of its creations. Since July 2018, all the gold used in Chopard’s ateliers and foundry is ethical, meaning responsibly sourced.

“True luxury comes only when you know the handprint of your supply chain and I am very proud of our gold sourcing program. As Creative Director of the brand, I am so proud to share the stories behind each beautiful piece to our customers and know they will wear these stories with pride”, Caroline Scheufele.
“Chopard ethical creations makes me feel like myself, but elevated to the next level”

Arizona Muse
HAPPY SPORT
25 years of Joie de Vivre

One of the most famous interpretation of dancing diamonds, the Happy Sport Collection, is 25 years young. Since its creation in 1993 by Caroline Scheufele, Co-President and Artistic Director, Happy Sport celebrates a Joie de Vivre daily reinvented by women in conquering the place they wish to hold and the life they wish to lead. Having appeared in countless different versions, it has thus become the first women’s collectible watch: overturning our traditional relationship with time, it is no longer worn merely to tell the time, instead offering a chance to enjoy the marvellous sight of joyful dancing diamonds. An endless performance of ballet dancers spinning on the wrist.
HAPPY SPORT

Happy Sport Ø 30mm automatic
rose gold and stainless steel case, enhanced
with dancing diamonds ref. 278573-6001

“It’s a timepiece I can wear around the clock.”

Caroline Scheufele
Happy Sport Ø 30mm automatic
rose gold case with diamond-set bezel,
mother-of-pearl dial enhanced
with dancing diamonds
ref. 274893-5010
Happy Sport Ø 36mm automatic
dial enhanced with dancing diamonds,
stainless steel case ref. 278559-3002,
rose gold case with diamond-set bezel ref. 274808-5003,
mother-of-pearl dial, rose gold and stainless steel case ref. 278559-6009
Happy Sport Ø 30mm automatic
enhanced with dancing diamonds,
mother-of-pearl dial, rose gold and
stainless steel case ref. 278573-6018,
rose gold case ref. 274893-5011
Happy Sport Ø 30mm automatic
stainless steel case with diamond-set bezel, ref. 278573-3003,
stainless steel case,
ref. 278573-3007,
ref. 278573-3001
Happy Moon Métiers d’Art Ø 36mm automatic
rose gold case set with diamonds, blue aventurine dial
with a high-precision moon-phase display enhanced with dancing
diamonds, boutique & corner exclusive 250-piece limited edition
ref. 274894-5001

Happy Sport Joaillerie Ø 36mm automatic
white gold case set with diamonds, blue mother-of-pearl dial
enhanced with dancing diamonds, 25-piece limited edition
ref. 274891-1016
Happy Sport Ø 36mm automatic
dial enhanced with dancing diamonds,
rose gold case with diamond-set bezel
ref. 274808-5015, rose gold case ref. 274808-5012
Happy Sport Ø 36mm quartz
dial enhanced with dancing diamonds,
rose gold and stainless steel case
with diamond-set bezel ref. 278582-6007,
rose gold and stainless steel case ref. 278582-6006
Happy Palm Ø 36mm automatic
yellow gold and stainless steel case with diamond-set bezel,
mother-of-pearl dial enhanced with dancing diamonds and palm,
boutique and corner exclusive 250-piece limited edition
ref. 278578-4001

Happy Sport Sun, Moon and Stars Ø 36mm automatic
stainless steel case, dial enhanced with dancing sun, moon and stars
ref. 278559-3011
The Big Heart of the Happy Hearts collection finds its place on the playful dial of the Happy Sport.
Happy Sport Ø 30mm quartz
dial enhanced with dancing diamonds,
rose gold and stainless steel case ref. 278590-6001,
stainless steel case set with diamond-set bezel ref. 278590-3003
Happy Ocean Ø 40mm automatic
stainless steel case,
dial enhanced with dancing diamonds
ref. 278587-3002, ref. 278587-3001
Happy Sport Ø 40mm automatic
blue mother-of-pearl dial enhanced with dancing diamonds, white gold case set with diamonds, sapphires and topazes
ref. 274945-1001, set with diamonds, sapphires and rubies ref. 274945-1002

Happy Diamonds Joaillerie
white gold pendant set with sapphires, rubies and diamonds, enhanced with dancing diamonds ref. 79A945-1002
Happy Sport Ø 30mm automatic
rose gold case set with diamonds,
mother-of-pearl dial enhanced
with dancing diamonds and diamond-set
indexes ref. 274302-5001

Happy Sport Ø 30mm automatic
white gold diamond-set case and
bracelet, mother-of-pearl dial enhanced
with dancing diamonds and diamond-set
indexes ref. 274302-1002

Happy Sport Ø 36mm automatic
white gold case set with diamonds,
diamond-set dial enhanced with dancing
diamonds ref. 274891-1001
Happy Sport Joaillerie Ø 36mm automatic
white gold case set with diamonds, mother-of-pearl dial
enhanced with dancing diamonds and diamond-set indexes
ref. 274809-1001
Happy Sport Tourbillon Ø 42mm mechanical hand-wound
white gold case set with diamonds,
diamond-set dial enhanced with dancing diamonds,
COSC and Poinçon de Genève certified, boutique exclusive
ref. 274462-1001
Happy Sport Oval automatic
rose gold case, dial enhanced
with dancing diamonds
ref. 275362-5001
Happy Sport Oval automatic
rose gold case with pink sapphire and rubie-set bezel, mother-of-pearl dial enhanced with dancing diamonds, rubies and pink sapphires ref. 275362-5003

Happy Sport Oval automatic
rose gold case with diamond-set bezel, dial enhanced with dancing diamonds, ref. 275362-5005
Happy Sport Oval automatic
white gold case with sapphire-set bezel,
mother-of-pearl dial enhanced with dancing diamonds
and sapphires ref. 275362-1003,
dial enhanced with dancing diamonds,
stainless steel case with diamond-set bezel ref. 278602-3004,
stainless steel and rose gold case ref. 278602-6002
If any jeweller has become a master in the art of crafting hearts, it would most certainly be Chopard, which has raised this symbol to emblematic status through its exceptional creations. A perfect alliance between Chopard’s big heart and iconic dancing diamonds, the Happy Hearts Collection exudes the aura of a talisman. It is a promise one makes to oneself or gives to a loved one, as well as an anthem to *Joie de Vivre*. The choice of Chopard’s jewellery creations is never insignificant. Far more than merely pieces of jewellery, they are about ties woven between families, sweethearts and friends. A link between oneself and the world, as well as with the precious moments testifying to these cherished relations. Jewellery brimming with meaning, symbolising caring for others. This choice is that of big-hearted women, who see in the Chopard’s commitments an echo of their own generosity. Inspired by the idea that attention to one’s personal needs and desires must never be detrimental to others, such women find in Happy Hearts creations a sense of genuine consistency with their own value system, inextricably interwoven with a desire for self-giving.
Happy Hearts
white or rose gold bangle, enhanced with a dancing diamond, diamond-set ref. @857482-1900,
blue stone ref. @857482-5500,
mother-of-pearl ref. @857482-5300,
turquoise stone ref. @857482-1400,
red stone ref. @857482-5700,
diamond-set ref. @857482-5900,
onyx ref. @857482-5200
The delicacy of fluttering butterfly wings, the strength of a breath of life
Happy Hearts Wings
rose gold and mother-of-pearl, enhanced with dancing diamonds,

earrings ref. 83A083-5301
bangle ref. @85A083-5300
ring ref. @82A083-5300
Happy Hearts Wings
white gold and diamond-set necklace,
enhanced with dancing diamonds,
ref. 81A083-1901
Happy Hearts Wings
white gold and diamond-set, enhanced with a dancing diamond,
bangle ref. 85A083-1900
bracelet ref. 85A083-1091
Happy Hearts
white gold, enhanced with a dancing diamond,
diamond-set opal pendant and bangle,
boutique exclusive
ref. 797482-1904, ref. @857482-1920,
diamond-set bangle ref. @857482-1900
Happy Hearts
rose gold, enhanced
with a dancing diamond,
onyx ring ref. @829482-5200,
and bangle ref. @857482-5200,
rose stone bangle ref. @857482-5600,
diamond-set ring ref. @829482-5900
Happy Hearts
rose gold and mother-of-pearl,
enhanced with dancing diamonds,
ring ref. #827482-5300,
earclips ref. 847482-5301,
sautoir ref. 817482-5301
Happy Hearts
rose gold, enhanced with a dancing diamond,
turquoise stone pendant ref. 797482-5401,
mother-of-pearl pendant ref. 797482-5301 and
earrings ref. 837482-5310
Happy Hearts
rose gold enhanced with a dancing diamond
boutique exclusive, mother-of-pearl twist
bangle ref. @85A082-5300,
diamond-set twist bangle ref. @85A082-5900,
and ring ref. @82A082-5900
“If I were to link Chopard to a motif, I would choose a Big Heart because it has a whole Family behind it.”

Caroline Scheufele
Happy Hearts
rose gold bracelet,
enhanced with a dancing diamond,
mother-of-pearl ref. 857482-5031,
red stone ref. 857482-5081

rose gold and red stone earjackets,
enhanced with dancing diamonds,
ref. 83A082-5801
Happy Hearts
rose gold and mother-of-pearl short necklace,
enhanced with dancing diamonds
ref. 81A082-5301
Happy Hearts
rose gold and red stone,
enhanced with dancing diamonds,
ring ref. 829482-5810,
short necklace ref. 81A082-5801
Chopard, the big-hearted Maison, has always regarded self-giving and generosity as its core values. As a family firm passed on from generation to generation, it does not confine itself to selling exceptional watches and jewellery, but also devotes the family-driven success and influence to philanthropic commitments. In 2009, Chopard joined forces with friend of the Maison Petra Nemcova, whom the foundation helps to rebuild safe, resilient schools in areas impacted by natural disasters. To support All Hands and Hearts - Smart Response, Caroline Scheufele has created a special edition 18-carat rose gold bangle from the Happy Hearts Collection, featuring a red heart as well as a heart with a dancing diamond. Part of the proceeds are dedicated to supporting the charity.

Happy Hearts & All Hands and Hearts Smart Response
“Chopard allows us to rebuild more schools for children whose lives have been forever altered by natural disasters.”

Petra Nemcova
To help fund programmes that benefit The Naked Heart Foundation, Chopard has crafted a special edition of the Happy Hearts bangle adorned for the first time with a pink mother-of-pearl heart, from which a percentage of all sales proceeds will go to this organisation dedicated to helping children with special needs. Set up in 2004 by supermodel and philanthropist Natalia Vodianova, the charity’s main mission is to help build an inclusive society that is open to people with disabilities and special needs, through encouraging play and creation of free support services for affected families. The foundation supports a range of smaller Russian NGOs focused on children with special needs, as well as running family support centres, training teachers of special schools and nurseries to use modern technologies for working with children with autism, along with organising integrative summer camps for children with special needs and their parents.
“In seeking happiness for others, you find it for yourself.”

Happy Hearts Naked Heart Foundation
rose or white gold and
pink mother-of-pearl bangle,
enhanced with a dancing diamond, boutique
exclusive ref. @857482-5710, ref. @857482-1710
Happy Hearts Naked Heart Foundation
white gold and pink mother-of-pearl,
enhanced with dancing diamonds,
boutique exclusive,
sautoir ref. 817482-1906,
earrings ref. 83A482-1906
Chopard supports the “Educate a Child” programme run by the Education Above All Foundation through two specially created Happy Hearts bangles. Picking up the aesthetic codes of dancing diamonds, these bracelets in 18-carat rose or white gold feature a heart enclosing a dancing diamond and a circle with an “Educate a Child” charm, facing each other in an elegant “pas de deux”. The Education Above All Foundation, set up in 2012 by Her Highness Sheikha Moza bint Nasser, aims to sustainably improve human, social and economic conditions worldwide through education.

For its cooperative endeavour with the charity, Chopard has specifically chosen to back the “Educate a Child” programme aiming to facilitate access to schooling for children in geographical areas where it is most threatened by poverty, environmental factors, cultural barriers or conflicts. Looking firmly to the future and to those who will build tomorrow’s world, this programme wagers on the benefits in terms of progress and prosperity that children’s education can provide.

*Happy Hearts & Education Above All*
“When you’re lucky enough to lead a charmed life, it is only right to help those for whom life is a trial.”

Caroline Scheufele
Happy Diamonds Icons
enhanced with dancing diamonds,
white gold diamond-set pendant
ref. 79A018-1201, rose gold pendant
ref. 79A018-5001
It all began with a bold move. Rather than static diamonds caged in by a setting, however precious, Chopard decided to take an entirely different route. In 1976, when society and feminine archetypes were changing faster than ever, the Maison’s brilliant idea was to leave diamonds entirely free between two sapphire crystals, thus enabling them to move without restraint, and through this very movement to enhance their inherent sparkle. “These diamonds are happier when they are free!” exclaimed Karin Scheufele – who at the time had been heading the family Maison alongside her husband – when she first set eyes on the outlines of what would become the Happy Diamonds concept. This statement then became the name of the collection.
Happy Diamonds Icons
white gold, enhanced
with dancing diamonds,
diamond-set earrings ref. 83A017-1401,
diamond-set ring ref. 82A018-1200,
ing ref. 82A017-1000
Happy Sun, Moon and Stars
enhanced with dancing sun moon and stars, white gold pendant ref. 799450-1201, rose gold diamond-set pendant ref. 799434-5401
Happy Diamonds Icons
enhanced with dancing diamonds,
rose gold pendant, ref. 79A611-5001,
ref. 79A038-5001,
diamond-set ref. 79A039-5201,
inger. ref. @82A611-5000
Happy Diamonds Icons
rose gold, enhanced
with dancing diamonds,
earrings ref. 83A054-5001,
diamond-set pendant ref. 81A611-5201
Happy Spirit
rose and white gold pendant,
enhanced with a dancing diamond
ref. 795405-9001, ref. 795431-9001
Happy Spirit
rose and white gold diamond-set pendant,
enhanced with a dancing diamond
ref. 795430-9001
Happy Diamonds Joaillerie Rainbow
rose gold colored sapphire-set earclips
and pendant, enhanced with a dancing diamond
and colored sapphires ref. 849437-5801, ref. 799439-5801
Happy Diamonds Joaillerie Rainbow
rose gold colored sapphire-set pendant, enhanced with a dancing diamond and colored sapphires ref. 799438-5801

Happy Diamonds Joaillerie Rainbow
rose gold case set with colored sapphires, pink mother-of-pearl dial enhanced with dancing diamonds and colored sapphires ref. 20A002-5901
Happy Diamonds Icons Ø 26mm quartz
rose gold case, green mother-of-pearl dial enhanced with dancing diamonds ref. 209415-5002

Happy Diamonds Icons Ø 26mm quartz
rose gold case set with diamonds, dial enhanced with dancing diamonds ref. 203957-5201

Happy Diamonds Icons Ø 32mm quartz
white gold case set with diamonds, mother-of-pearl dial enhanced with dancing diamonds ref. 209426-1201
Happy Diamonds Icons Oval quartz
white gold case set with diamonds,
mother-of-pearl dial enhanced
with dancing diamonds
ref. 204292-1301
Happy Diamonds Joaillerie
Ø 37mm quartz
white gold case set with diamonds, mother-of-pearl dial enhanced with dancing diamonds ref. 209430-1001
Happy Diamonds Icons
Ø 30mm quartz
white gold case set with diamonds,
mother-of-pearl dial enhanced
with dancing diamonds ref. 204180-1201

Happy Diamonds
Ø 26mm quartz
rose gold case, mother-of-pearl dial
enhanced with dancing diamonds
ref. 204780-5201
Happy Dreams
diamond-set white gold, enhanced with blue mother-of-pearl and a dancing diamond, pendant ref. 799888-1007, ring ref. @829769-1069
Happy Dreams
diamond-set white gold pendant,
enhanced with mother-of-pearl
and dancing diamonds
ref. 799882-1001
Happy Diamonds Joaillerie Ø 38mm quartz
white gold case set with diamonds,
mother-of-pearl dial enhanced
with dancing diamonds and rubies,
boutique exclusive, ref. 204445-1006,
with dancing diamonds ref. 204445-1001
“Diamonds are happier when they are free!”

Karin Scheufele

Happy Diamonds Joaillerie Ø 29mm quartz
rose gold case set with diamonds,
mother-of-pearl dial enhanced
with dancing diamonds ref. 205369-5001
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Since 2010 Chopard is a proud Member of the Responsible Jewellery Council (RJC), a not-for-profit organisation promoting ethical, social and environmental practices throughout the entire supply chain.